The gold standard in wildlife anesthesia.

**BAM™**

The patented combination of Butorphanol, Azaperone and Medetomidine.

This reversible anesthesia combination has been successfully administered to literally thousands of cervids including many elk. In fact, over 60 different species of ungulates, carnivores and marsupials have been effectively anesthetized using BAM.

It’s why so many wildlife professionals and 65 US Zoos rely on this BAM formulation for safe, efficient capture.

Discover these BAM advantages…

- Smooth, rapid inductions
- Limited increase in core body temperature
- Relaxed abdominal respiration and ventilation
- Good blood oxygen levels
- Can be fully reversed at any time

BAM is provided in a complete kit containing the pre-mixed BAM agonist, plus atipamezole and naltrexone for rapid reversals with smooth recoveries.

**Analgesia**
...outstanding

**Sedation**
...relaxed

**Reversal**
...rapid and smooth
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